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    Incubus

    
      Incubus New Tour, HQ Live and  Video "Promises, Promises"!
  

IF NOT NOW WHEN? US Tour is kicking off summer 2011 and Incubus brings new music to the
stage with "Promises, Promises!"

  

Click HERE for tickets on Tiicketmaster

  

  

June 30 marks the official launch of "Incubus HQ Live". For 7 days (6/30 – 7/06) Incubus will be
inviting fans in the Los Angeles area to an undisclosed location for the most unique, personal
and up-close fan experience imaginable! In "Incubus HQ Live" the web meets reality; it's where
web technology combines with fan-to-band interaction complete with impromptu live sets, live
web streams, instructional clinics, and full performances from the band all being captured in a
real-time documentary.

      

The "Incubus HQ Live" space will be equipped with multiple LiveStream cameras that will
capture all of the action and stream it while it's happening for fans around the world. Other
camera angles will include fly-on-the-wall perspectives, hand-held cameras and even some of
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the band members could hop behind the lens. Basically, anything is possible and anything can
happen!

Fans are also invited to contribute to this living and breathing art instillation via message boards,
fan generated photo uploads and Twitter updates that will be projected on the walls of the space
for the band and fans to see.

"Incubus HQ Live" will be open daily from 10am - 6pm PDT, where various members of the
band will be present during the day. Fans in the Los Angeles area can schedule hour long
sessions to walk through the space and possibly interact with their favorite Incubus band
members. For more information, and to make an appointment visit www.incubushqlive.com.

  

Tickets for the show are $20 cash and are only available at the venue box office. To avoid
disruption to the local businesses during the day no lineups will be allowed before 5P. Doors
open at 7P and the show will start around 10P.

  

Check out the latest updates on Incubus News 
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